ccTLD DNSSEC Adoption as of 2013-04-02

AC: Operational
AG: DS in Root
AM: Operational
AT: Operational
AU: Announced
BE: Operational
BG: Operational
BR: Operational
BZ: DS in Root
CA: Operational
CC: DS in Root
CH: Operational
CL: Operational
CN: Experimental
CO: Operational
CR: Operational
CW: Uncertain
SZ: Operational
DE: Operational
DK: Operational
DZ: Experimental
ES: Experimental
FI: Operational
FO: DS in Root
FR: Operational
GA: Partial
GB: Operational
GC: Announced
GD: Operational
GG: Operational
GE: Operational
GH: Announced
GI: DS in Root
GL: DS in Root
GN: Partial
GR: Operational
GT: Operational
GU: Announced
GV: Partial
GW: Partial
GY: Operational
HK: DS in Root
HN: DS in Root
HR: Partial
HT: Operational
HU: Announced
IA: Operational
ID: Announced
IE: Announced
IF: DS in Root
IL: Operational
IM: Partial
IN: DS in Root
IO: Operational
IQ: Operational
IR: Experimental
IS: Experimental
IT: Announced
JF: Operational
JP: Operational
RU: DS in Root
KG: DS in Root
KL: Operational
KM: Operational
KN: Operational
KP: Operational
KR: Operational
KW: Partial
KY: Operational
KZ: Operational
LA: DS in Root
LB: DS in Root
LC: DS in Root
LI: Operational
LK: Operational
LL: Partial
LR: Operational
LS: Partial
LT: Operational
LU: Operational
LV: Operational
LY: Partial
MA: Partial
MB: Operational
MC: Announced
MD: Partial
ME: Partial
MG: Operational
MH: Operational
MK: Announced
ML: Partial
MM: Partial
MN: Operational
MO: Partial
MR: Partial
MS: Operational
MT: Partial
MU: Experimental
MV: Partial
MW: Partial
MX: Announced
MY: Operational
MZ: Partial
NA: Operational
NC: DS in Root
ND: Partial
NE: Operational
NF: Partial
NG: Operational
NH: Partial
NI: Operational
NL: Partial
NO: Announced
NZ: Operational
OM: Partial
PA: Partial
PG: Partial
PH: Partial
PK: Partial
PL: Operational
PM: Operational
PN: Partial
PR: Operational
PS: Operational
PT: Partial
PU: Partial
PW: Partial
PY: Partial
QD: Partial
QA: Partial
QB: Partial
QC: Operational
QD: Partial
QE: Partial
QF: Partial
QG: Partial
QH: Partial
QI: Partial
QJ: Partial
QQ: Partial
QR: Partial
QS: Partial
QT: Partial
QU: Partial
QV: Partial
QW: Partial
QX: Partial
QY: Partial
QZ: Partial
RA: Partial
RB: Partial
RC: Partial
RD: Partial
RE: Partial
RF: Partial
RG: Partial
RH: Partial
RI: Partial
RJ: Partial
RK: Partial
RL: Partial
RM: Partial
RN: Partial
RO: Partial
RP: Partial
RQ: Partial
RR: Partial
RS: Partial
RT: Partial
RU: Partial
RV: Partial
RW: Partial
RX: Partial
RY: Partial
RZ: Partial
SA: Partial
SB: Partial
SC: Partial
SD: Partial
SE: Partial
SF: Partial
SG: Partial
SH: Operational
SI: Operational
SJ: Partial
SK: Partial
SL: Partial
SM: Partial
SN: Partial
SO: Partial
SP: Partial
SQ: Partial
SR: Partial
SS: Partial
ST: Partial
SU: Partial
SV: Partial
SW: Partial
SX: Operational
SY: Partial
SZ: Partial
T: Partial
TC: Partial
TD: Partial
TE: Partial
TF: Operational
TG: Partial
TH: Partial
TI: Partial
TJ: Partial
TK: Partial
TL: Partial
TM: Partial
TN: Partial
TO: Partial
TP: Partial
TQ: Partial
TR: Partial
TS: Partial
TT: Partial
TU: Partial
TV: Partial
TW: Operational
TX: Partial
TY: Operational
TZ: Operational
UA: Operational
UG: DS in Root
UK: Operational
US: Operational
UY: Announced
VA: Partial
VC: Partial
WF: Operational
WI: Partial
WU: Partial
WV: Partial
WX: Partial
WY: Partial
ZW: Partial